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Abstract

Photovoltaic (PV) energy, together with other renewable energy sources, has been undergoing a rapid development in recent years. Integration of intermittent energy sources such as PV or wind power is challenging in terms of power system management in large scale systems as well as in small grids. Indeed, PV energy is a variable resource that is difficult to predict due to meteorological uncertainty. To facilitate the penetration of PV energy, forecasting methods and techniques have been used. Being able to predict the future behavior of a PV plant is very important in order to schedule and manage the alternative supplies and the reserves. In this paper we presented an overview aiming at a classification attending to the different techniques of forecasting methods used for PV or solar prediction. Finally, recent new approaches that take into account the uncertainty of the estimation are introduced. First results of these kind of models are presented.

1 Introduction

Photovoltaics (PV) for electricity generation is the fastest-growing energy technology since 2002, experiencing an average annual increase of 48% [21]. The cumulative global installed capacity reaches 15200 MW, of which the majority are grid-connected systems [39]. In some power systems, like in the case of islands, PV penetration reaches already high levels and the management of the PV production is becoming an issue for the system operators.

The main challenge of PV power is its variability. Conventional power sources, apart from occasional technical failures, are easily dispatchable in the sense that future production can be precisely planned beforehand. This is not the case with wind or PV power generation, which closely depend on the weather conditions.

Subsequently, forecasting the power output of a PV plant for the next hours or days is necessary for the optimal integration of this production into power systems. This is similar to the case of wind energy where short-term forecasting tools are widely used nowadays. Two extensive reviews of the state of the art in wind power forecasting are available in [15] and in [18]. Forecasts of the renewable production can be useful to estimate reserves, for scheduling the power system, for congestion management, for coordinating renewable with storage, or for trading in the electricity markets. Although extensive research has been carried out since mid '80s on wind power forecasting, the situation is quite different for the case of photovoltaics. Research in the last decades has concentrated on forecasting solar irradiation, while few works focus on prediction of PV production and even less on uncertainty estimation of the predictions. As in a solar panel at a fixed temperature, the power production is close linear depended on global irradiance [31], then predicting solar irradiance is not expected to be very different from predicting PV power.

Numerical Weather Predictions (NWP). Amongst the different forecasting approaches, making use of a global numerical weather prediction (NWP) models is a common strategy. Amongst the most used NWP services are found the global model of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) or the Global Forecast System (GFS) model of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP).
NWP uses current weather conditions as input into mathematical models of the atmosphere to predict the weather. NWP models are expected to have the potential to satisfy the requirements and have been used in forecasting solar irradiance for up to several days [29, 37, 23].

These NWP global models have a coarse temporal and spatial resolution and do not allow for a detailed mapping of small-scale features. Different methods to derive optimized hourly and site specific irradiance forecasts have been proposed: the use of mesoscale models, as the MM5 regional climate model, developed at the Penn State University / National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR), the application of statistical post-processing tools or a combination of both, and also a synoptic approach combining different forecasting models [30, 24].

Mesoscale models are three-dimensional regional models based on primitive equations. They usually use staggered grids, terrain-following vertical coordinates, and four-dimensional data assimilation using nudging. They include parameterizations for several processes, e.g., turbulence and radiation. The accuracy of MM5 forecasts of solar irradiance and the dependency on different MM5 configurations as well as on different input data is still not known in detail. Only a few studies have investigated MM5 estimations of solar irradiance for single locations and extended studies on regional forecasts of solar irradiance are still pending [44, 8].

Other mesoscale models as HIRLAM (High Resolution Limited Area Model) or WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting Model) are used worldwide for the short-term forecasting of hourly and daily irradiance values [8, 30, 38, 19]. The results show that there is a strong dependence of the forecast accuracy on the climatic conditions. Also it is found a dependency with the season in the year.

2 Classic approaches

Some of the existing approaches are stochastic in nature and others use some form of parameterization of known phenomena [14]. We can classify the classical approaches into three categories, time series based approaches, others based in the Model Output Statistics (MOS) and a set of other original formulations.

Time series approach. The traditional forecast of PV energy is based on the time series of solar energy and weather conditions, which are used to calculate the electrical energy of PV systems. For long term forecasting the methods are based on climate time series (e.g. markov chain based methods [35]) or weather station data (e.g. reference year based method [8, 10]). Historical data, as well as the typical meteorological year (TMY) data which provide the data for typical months of a synthetic year are only useful to predict the average monthly or even daily PV array performance. A time scale smaller than the day requires knowledge of the cloud cover and their expected instantaneous changes [14]. Autoregressive Models (AR) [8], Moving Average (MA) and Autoregressive Moving Averages (ARMA) models are frequently used to model linear dynamic structures [42], to depict linear relationships among lagged variables and to serve as vehicles for linear forecasting. Non-stationary processes can be modeled by differenting the original process to obtain a stationary process. Multiple differencing may sometimes be required in order to achieve stationarity. This results in an autoregressive integrated moving average ARIMA(p,d,q) model [36, 14].

Model Output Statistics (MOS). The Model Output Statistics (MOS) [20] was also used in the early attempts in irradiance forecasting. MOS is a post-processing technique used to objectively interpret numerical model output. It determines statistical relationship between observed weather elements and variables forecast by a numerical model at some projection time [24, 14]. The work of
was the first application of MOS technique to predict daily solar radiation for the short term, up to two days in advance. [28, 24, 9, 42] are more recent references that have use it for forecasting.

Other approaches. There are other original approaches which try to predict solar radiation or PV production in a different way. For example, using the Euclidean distances for a just-in-time model [43]. A popular method for the very short term forecasting is based on sky monitoring with cameras, to predict the amount of cloud coverage of the sun [40, in German].

3 Advanced models

Given the limitations of the basic models seen above, in the last years much research has been devoted to nonlinear models. Different studies show that nonlinear and non-stationary models are more flexible in capturing the characteristics of data and that, in some cases, are better in terms of estimation and forecasting. These advances do not rule out linear models at all, since these models are a first approach which can be of great help to further estimate some of the parameters [5].

Neural networks. Neural Networks (NN) are a class of nonlinear functional forms which have been developed separately from standard regression techniques. Fitting the network involves training the model over known input and output values; the algorithm adjusts the hidden and output node weights until the output approximates the actual data within a given threshold. Training is accomplished using a back-propagation algorithm, which is analogous to the steepest descent algorithms used in nonlinear regression, except that the derivatives for each weight are adjusted separately. For this reason, the time involved in training can be considerable. Forecast studies with NN are found in [36, 41, 42], in the two last of them, together with fuzzy logic method. Hourly forecasting of different solar spectral bands has been also studied using NN by [17].

Hybrid models. Other classes of models combining nets with other techniques have been proposed in order to overcome the shortcomings of neural nets. They are known as hybrid models. We can find models that combine NN with wavelets [12, 11, 32]. Also combination of a global or mesoscale NWP predictions with historic irradiance data or human interpretation for NWP has been tested by [30]. Combination of regressions and NN is another possibility. In these hybrid models, normally an initial regression or ARIMA is estimated, and the residuals are then processed using a neural net. The forecasts from the two separate stages are then combined [36]. These kind of models have been proposed by [1, 25, 46, 45, 33].

4 The use of satellite images

In order to forecast time horizons from a few minutes to hours, it is important to incorporate information on the actual atmospheric state. Data of the European Meteosat satellites are a high quality source for irradiance and cloud information because of their excellent temporal and spatial resolution [23]. The possibility of using irradiance values derived from satellite images for predicting PV production and its performance has been considered. Results indicate that the achievable accuracy is enough to use this kind of data [31].

Geostationary satellites are those than take images always over the same area in the Earth surface. Images from these kind of satellites, as Meteosat, have been used for the forecasting of local solar radiation conditions. In early 90’s [27] used a statistical approach for the prediction of cloud motion in Meteosat images. Results were encouraging for the time scale of one hour, but the numerical effort
was significant. The basis of the method of \cite{7} is the determination of cloud structures movement in previous images and then extrapolate it to predict the cloud positions for the next time step. As a consequence, the local irradiance forecast is available. A multiresolution decomposition technique allowed to decompose the satellite image into local averages and gradients on various spatial scales for forecasting \cite{22}.

5 Approaches comparison

\cite{36} has compared different approaches, namely ARIMA in logs with time-varying coefficients, Unobserved Components models, Transfer functions, NN and hybrid models, for the short-term forecast up to 4h in a time step of 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 minutes. After the comparison for a period of some years and several geographic locations in USA, results show that there is no universal forecasting method but the choice of the model depends critically on the wanted resolution.

\cite{42} have compared lineal (ARIMA) and non-lineal models (Feed-forward Neural Network, Radial-Basic function network, ELMANN recurrent network and Adaptative neuro-fuzzy inference systems ANFIS) for one day ahead hourly forecasting. The models were evaluated by the RMS difference value, resulting from 30 Wm$^{-2}$ to 40 Wm$^{-2}$ for non-lineal models, nearly 30 Wm$^{-2}$ for ANFIS and about 40 Wm$^{-2}$ for ARIMA.

6 New approaches

Most of the existing solar power prediction methods provide point forecasts, that is a single value of the PV production in each predicted horizon. However, associating uncertainty estimates to these point forecasts is crucial for end-users. They may take the form of quantile, interval or density forecasts. These models are altogether referred to as probabilistic forecasts.

Uncertainty forecasts, when appropriately incorporated in decision-making methods, are expected to contribute in increasing the value of solar generation. Recent developments in that direction within the field of wind power include, amongst others, models and methods for dynamic reserve quantification \cite{16}, for the optimal operation of combined wind-hydro power plants \cite{13,2} or for the design of optimal trading strategies in liberalized electricity pools \cite{34}.

Recently, \cite{4} have evaluated two advanced non-parametric statistical methods (Random Forest and Support Vector Machine) for point forecasting, as well as their probabilistic forecasting version (Quantile regression Forest and Support Vector Machine for Quantile Regression). Regarding the proposed point forecast models, in their application to the data obtained from a real, grid-connected PV power station located in France, they have shown that these models managed to properly predict sunny days up to a satisfactory accuracy degree, whereas cloudy or unstable days pose more difficulties to be forecast. It is worth noticing that the overall performance obtained is twice better the typical performance obtained for the case of wind farms at flat terrain.

With regard to probabilistic models, they have shown that these models give results which are more interpretable and of a higher value than the standard point forecasting models, while retaining the same accuracy levels. This sets a promising path towards more usable forecasting modules that are of interest for the electricity industry.

These results support the validity of the non-parametric approach towards the forecasting of photovoltaic power.
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